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ABOUT THE ACA

Founded in 1880, the American Canoe Association (ACA) is a national nonprofit organization serving the broader paddling public by providing education related to all aspects of paddling, stewardship support to help protect paddling environments, and sanctioning of programs and events to promote paddlesport competition, exploration, and recreation.

In partnership with L.L. Bean, we believe the CFS Grant Program’s role is to improve access to all paddling venues; influence stewardship issues and public policy that affect paddlers and the paddling experience; create strategic alliances with clubs and other organizations that represent the outdoor experience in order to expand awareness and knowledge of paddlesports; and communicate the benefits of canoeing, kayaking, rafting and stand up paddleboarding as healthy lifetime recreation activities. For more information, please visit: www.americancanoe.org
Since 2002, the ACA has partnered with L.L. Bean to sponsor the Club Fostered Stewardship (CFS) Program. The CFS program provides funding to local and regional paddling clubs and organizations that undertake stewardship projects on waterways in their area. The purpose of the program is to encourage paddling clubs to take an active role in protecting and improving the nation’s waterways. The ACA is proud to help local paddling clubs and organizations improve their waterways and make this world a better place to paddle. Through funds provided by L.L. Bean, the ACA’s CFS program has provided nearly $175,000 to over 185 different stewardship initiatives since its inception. With the continued support of L.L. Bean, the ACA will continue to support paddling clubs and grassroots organizations around the country in their efforts to care for our waterways. For more information, please visit www.americancanoe.org/llbean_cfs_grant.

In 2020, the ACA funded thirteen (13) organizations and the following stewardship projects.
ANCHORAGE WATERWAYS COUNCIL (AWC) WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE ACA AND L.L. BEAN FOR FUNDING THE 2020 ANNUAL CREEK CLEANUP. IN MAY, AWC HELD ITS 36TH ANNUAL CREEK CLEAN UP IN A SAFE MANNER THAT ALIGNED WITH THE MUNICIPALITY OF ANCHORAGE’S COVID-19 MANDATES.

They were made up of families and their neighbors or close friends, a team of nurses, several environmental and engineering firms, scouts, ups, kayakers, outdoor groups, the Anchorage Park Foundation, attorneys, and more. AWC provided volunteers with gloves, bags, hand wipes, and forms for reporting incidents. No incidents were noted other than the provision of homeless camp locations. Sadly, creek areas are a very popular place for homeless to inhabit which impacts the health of our waterways. Urban Anchorage sports 7 major creeks and several lakes and marshes. We had teams on every creek, 2 lakes, and Potter Marsh. Four hundred large bags were distributed to volunteers, which were used to collect several tons of trash. Volunteer hours contributed to this project are estimated at 750. *Due to increased interest in our clean up efforts since the May event, we decided to hold 2 small fall cleanups on September 12 and 19.

DURING THE 2020 MONITORING SEASON, OUR PROGRAM UTILIZED 22 VOLUNTEERS (INCLUDING FIELD MONITORS AND FLOATERS) FOR A MINIMUM OF 200 VOLUNTEER HOURS. THIS YEAR, WE RECRUITED 7 NEW VOLUNTEERS THEREBY CREATING ANOTHER WAVE OF CITIZEN SCIENTISTS. THE FUNDS FROM THE LL BEAN CFS GRANT HELPED BRWC/FOB SECURE THE SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS NECESSARY TO CONDUCT MONITORING. BY KEEPING WQM GOING, WE OBSERVE BOTH SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM CHANGES TO THE WATERSHED, AND WE CAN USE THE DATA TO PUSH MUNICIPALITIES INTO MAKING AND ADHERING TO REGULATIONS. THE DATA ALSO GIVES BRWC/FOB A FOUNDATION TO PROVIDE EDUCATION ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCACY. OUR VOLUNTEERS BECOME CITIZEN SCIENTISTS AND THIS CREATES A WEB OF ACTIVISTS THAT OTHERWISE WOULD NOT BE INVOLVED IN SUSTAINABLE ACTION AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL.

WE WANT TO THANK LL BEAN AND ACA FOR SELECTING BRWC/FOB FOR THE CLUB FOSTERED STEWARDSHIP GRANT AND FOR HELPING TO SUPPORT THIS VITAL PROGRAM. WE LOOK FORWARD TO FUTURE PARTNERSHIPS TOGETHER.
The Lansing Earth project is made possible through partnership with the nonprofit, The Middle Grand River Organization of Watersheds, and support from the L.L. Bean CFS Grant program. This year presented unique challenges, and due to the local COVID-19 restrictions and the governor's emergency orders, our originally proposed project had to be altered.

Staff at our local livery, River Town Adventures, conducted several river clean-ups this year with small groups of volunteers. Targeted clean-up areas were mainly focused on the Red Cedar River near the campus of Michigan State University and on the Grand River in downtown Lansing. We were also able to collaborate with another local group called #PickUpLansing and donated the use of our supplies to them for additional clean-up events.

The Lansing Earth project is so grateful for the support of L.L. Bean and the ACA. Without your support we would not have the opportunities to promote the care and protection of our local river and trail systems. Thank you very much!
THE SAVANNAH RIVER KEEPER IS GRATEFUL TO HAVE BEEN AWARDED AN ACA & L.L. BEAN CFS GRANT FOR 2020. WHILE WE ENCOUNTERED HARDSHIPS DUE TO COVID-19, WE QUICKLY ADAPTED AND CREATED NEW PROTOCOLS SO WE COULD CONDUCT OUR CLEAN UPS AS SAFELY AS POSSIBLE. WITH THIS GENEROUS GRANT SUPPORT, WE WERE ABLE TO CONDUCT MULTIPLE WATERWAY CLEANUPS THAT ALSO RESULTED IN CONTINUED PARTNERSHIPS AND COLLABORATION WITH LOCAL NON PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS AND VOLUNTEERS.

WE PARTNERED WITH LOCAL NON PROFIT, VETERAN’S FOR CLEAN WATER, AS WELL AS STUDENTS FROM THE LOCAL UNIVERSITY.

BETWEEN THE END OF JULY AND MID-NOVEMBER 2020, WE HOSTED SIXTEEN (16) CLEAN UPS THAT WERE CONDUCTED WITH KAYAKS. WE HAD A TOTAL OF 116 VOLUNTEERS WHO COLLECTED AN AVERAGE OF TWENTY (20) POUNDS OF TRASH EACH, FOR A TOTAL OF 3,213 POUNDS OF TRASH COLLECTED FROM OUR LOCAL WATERWAYS.
THE 2020 ACA LL BEAN CLUB FOSTERED STEWARDSHIP GRANT SUPPORTED DOZENS OF CLEAN UP EVENTS WHICH PRODUCED EXTRAORDINARILY SUCCESSFUL RESULTS. OVER A 3-MONTH PERIOD FROM JULY TO SEPTEMBER, 33 CLEAN-UPS TOOK PLACE. THESE RESULTED IN 9,360 LBS OF TRASH BEING COLLECTED BY 324 VOLUNTEERS DONATING 1,128.5 HOURS OF TIME. ADDITIONAL CLEAN-UPS THROUGH THE BEGINNING OF OCTOBER RESULTED IN THE 2020 TRASH TOTAL EXCEEDING OVER 11,000 LBS.

TO PROVIDE THE MOST ACCESSIBLE SOCIALLY DISTANT CLEAN UP OPPORTUNITIES FOR VOLUNTEERS, WE OFFERED THREE CLEANUP FORMAT CHOICES:

- 5 PUBLIC CLEAN-UP DAYS, EACH FOCUSED ON A SPECIFIC RIVER AREA AND OPEN TO ALL
- PRIVATE CLEAN-UP DATES SCHEDULED BY A GROUP
- DO IT YOURSELF (DIY) CLEAN UP WHERE STAFF PROVIDE SUPPLIES AND LOGISTICAL ASSISTANCE

THIS VARIETY OF PROGRAMMING REQUIRED OUR PARTNERS TO PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT ON-THE-GROUND STAFF SUPPORT. ANOTHER KEY TO SUCCESS WAS OUR WELL RECEIVED WEB PAGE, REGISTRATION PROCESS, AND PROMOTION THAT LEVERAGED THE FORUM’S ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER LIST AND VERY STRONG FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM FOLLOWINGS.
One spring day in 2016, sisters Michelle Martin & Melissa Haddix retrieved a tire stuck on a tree branch from one of their favorite West Virginia Rivers and hauled it out on their kayak. Extremely frustrated by the thousands of tires and volume of trash they encountered while kayaking, they began collecting trash and tires every time they paddled.

Feeling confident that other paddlers shared their frustration and desire to take action, they launched the Trash Your Kayak Cleanup Crew. They partnered with local watershed groups and the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection's Rehabilitation Environmental Action Plan (REAP) Division and began having Tire River Rescue events and inspiring & empowering paddlers to pick up a bag of trash or tire every time they paddle.

The crew has continued to organize Tire River Rescue events, bring experienced volunteers to other organization and government cleanups, grow their crew members to over 500 and expand their stewardship partners. In just four years, the crew has rescued over 3,200 tires and 4.5 tons of trash.

Not wanting to lose momentum due to local COVID-19 restrictions which limited partnerships with REAP, in 2020 the group supplied a number of crew members with trash bags and extra-long trash pickers and stepped up the Trash Your Kayak campaign with individual paddlers. This effort removed 130 tires and over 340 bags of trash from West Virginia waters.
RIVERS ALIVE PROJECT
BY THE UPPER OCONEE WATERSHED NETWORK

OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS, UOWT HAS PARTNERED WITH "KEEP ATHENS-CLARKE COUNTY BEAUTIFUL" TO COMPLETE CLEANUPS ON THE NORTH AND MIDDLE OCONEE RIVERS. WE SECURE VOLUNTEERS THROUGH "RIVERS ALIVE," AN ANNUAL COMMUNITY EVENT THAT PLACES CLEANUP TEAMS ALONG STREAMS AND RIVER CORRIDORS. THIS COMMUNITY EVENT IS PART OF A LARGER STATE WIDE CAMPAIGN CONDUCTED EVERY FALL TO CLEAN AND PRESERVE OVER 70,000 MILES OF GEORGIA RIVERS AND STREAMS.

THIS YEAR WE ORGANIZED FIVE TEAMS TO COVER APPROXIMATELY TWENTY-FIVE RIVER MILES ON BOTH SECTIONS OF THE OCONEE RIVER IN OUR COMMUNITY. KAYAKS WERE USED TO NAVIGATE TIGHT SPACES AND COLLECT TRASH FROM DOWNED TREES, WHICH ACT AS TRASH STRAINERS ON THE RIVER. CANOES WERE DEPLOYED TO HAUL THE TRASH, ESPECIALLY LARGE PIECES SUCH AS TIRES, SIGNAGE, AND OCCASIONALLY SHOPPING CARTS. BEING IN AN URBAN AREA, WE HAVE NUMEROUS HOMELESS ENCAMPMENTS THAT PROVIDE SOME UNUSUALLY LARGE COLLECTIONS OF TRASH. AS WE ARE ON THE RIVER, INSTEAD OF ALONGSIDE OF IT, OUR TEAMS ARE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL IN REMOVING TRASH THAT IS DIFFICULT TO ACCESS FROM THE SHORE. ON AVERAGE THE RIVER'S ALIVE PROJECT REMOVES 3 TONS OF TRASH, 1 TON OF RECYCLING, AND 150 TIRES ANNUALLY. THREE HUNDRED VOLUNTEERS SUPPORTED THIS LOCAL EFFORT. OUR WATER TEAMS AVERAGE FIFTEEN TO TWENTY PADDLERS IN NUMBER, HOWEVER DUE TO LOCAL ORDINANCES IN PLACE GUIDING VOLUNTEER EFFORTS DURING THE PANDEMIC, OUR GROUP SIZE WAS LIMITED TO 10 PARTICIPANTS THIS YEAR.

WE ARE ESPECIALLY GRATEFUL FOR THE SUPPORT WE RECEIVED AND SINCERELY HOPE TO EXTEND OUR EFFORTS NEXT YEAR AND INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS ON THE WATER.
THE RIVER GUARDIANS PROGRAM WORKS WITH COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS TO HELP ADDRESS THIS ISSUE BY HOSTING MONTHLY “TRASHY TUESDAY” CLEAN UPS AND BY TRAINING VOLUNTEERS TO MONITOR ASSIGNED RIVER SECTIONS FOR ANY ISSUES THAT AFFECT RIVER HEALTH. MONTHLY CLEAN-UPS ARE HELD IN EUGENE, CORVALLIS, SALEM, AND PORTLAND. DUE TO COVID, THESE CLEAN-UPS WERE PUT ON HOLD FROM APRIL – JULY OF THIS YEAR. STARTING SEPTEMBER 15TH WE WERE ABLE TO HOLD 6 CLEAN-UPS BETWEEN EUGENE, CORVALLIS, AND PORTLAND AND HAVE REMOVED MORE THAN ONE TON OF TRASH FROM THE RIVER.

DUE TO COVID-19 GUIDELINES PUT IN PLACE BY OUR LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT, OUR CLEAN-UP EVENTS WERE LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 15 PEOPLE PER EVENT.

WE HAVE HOSTED 90 VOLUNTEERS FOR A TOTAL OF 270 HOURS OF WORK.
POTOMAC RIVER EARTH DAY CLEAN UP
POSTPONED UNTIL APRIL 18, 2021
BY THE GREAT FALLS FOUNDATION

COCHITI LAKE AND RIO GRANDE RIVER CLEAN UP
POSTPONED UNTIL 2021
BY KAYAK NEW MEXICO

IOWA PROJECT A.W.A.R.E.
(A WATERSHED AWARENESS RIVER EXPEDITION)
POSTPONED UNTIL JULY 11-16, 2021
BY N-COMPASS, INC.

ACCESS ON THE HARPETH RIVER
POSTPONED UNTIL 2021
BY TENNESSEE SCENIC RIVER ASSOCIATION

DOWN THE RIVER CLEAN UP
POSTPONED UNTIL 2021
BY WE LOVE CLEAN RIVERS, INC.
Thank You

L.L.Bean

for making the club fostered stewardship program possible
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